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In terms of technology in our classes, we can call our students “Digital Native speakers” while we are the “Digital Immigrants”. We live in the digital world but many times we feel like the “Natives” can function in this “language” much better than us. Is that right? How can we use their great digital skills in our language classes? How do we become “citizens”?

Join for lunch and learn and get to know some of the digital tools that will help your language students develop conversational skills, reading/listening comprehensions skills. You will gain ideal assessment tools and many fun ways to teach your language.

Educanon, Thinglink, kahoot, voki....these and more will help you to be on your way to your “Digital Citizenship”!!!

Please be sure to bring one type of device such as smartphone, tablet or laptop including a headset.

Please RSVP for a meal with Sarah Shortt at sshortt@emory.edu or (404) 727-8319 by January 19, 2016.